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Wheaton effortlessly brings to life the history of the French kitchen and table.In this masterful

and charming book, food historian Barbara Ketcham Wheaton takes the reader on a cultural

and gastronomical tour of France, from its medieval age to the pre-Revolutionary era using a

delightful combination of personal correspondence, historical anecdotes, and journal entries.

From Publishers WeeklyA history of the culinary arts in France, discussing such topics as the

development of haute cuisine and the growth of cooking as a profession.Copyright 1996 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From Library JournalFew

nationalities are as immediately associated with food as the French. According to LJ's reviewer,

"This well-researched volume covers haute cuisine and cuisine bourgeoise from the Middle

Ages to the French Revolution." Along with a detailed history of cooking and utensils, the

volume includes upwards of 40 classic recipes. "It will be valuable not only to those interested

in the development of French cuisine, but also to students of French social history"Copyright

1996 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back

CoverIn this masterful and charming book, food historian Barbara Ketchum Wheaton takes the

reader on a cultural and gastronomical tour of France, from its medieval age to the pre-

Revolutionary era. Using a delightful combination of personal correspondence, historical

anecdotes, and journal entries, Wheaton effortlessly brings to life the history of the French

kitchen and table. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBarbara Ketcham

Wheaton is a noted food historian, writer, and the honorary curator of the culinary collection at

the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute. She is also the coauthor, with

Patricia Kelly, of Bibliography of Culinary History: Food Resources in Eastern Massachusetts.

She teaches seminars on reading historic cookbooks and enjoys lobsters and champagne

whenever the opportunity to do so arises. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From

BooklistWheaton's heavily researched, erudite study examines nearly 500 years of French

culinary history. Fortunately, the book's animated writing yields a text both entertaining and

instructive. Medieval associations between medicinal lore and cookery ingredients are

presented in intriguing detail. Wheaton also traces the beginning of France's haute cuisine

tradition with the increased publication--in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries--of

recipes by outstanding cooks, which were, duly noted by the author, a compelling "inducement

to literacy." First issued 15 years ago, Wheaton's inquiry is meticulously descriptive of a culture

as presented through the evolving beliefs and tastes associated with the preparation and

consumption of food. A final recipe portfolio, though imbued with the doctrines of an era long

past, remains relevant with its savory offerings. Alice Joyce --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.ReviewThe price tag's weighty for a pictureless culinary title, but this

provides an excellent food history which incorporates cultural observations with journal entries

and a personal familiarity with French cuisine. French food from 1300 to 1789 is covered in a

gastronomic delight which includes period recipes and an excellent history of evolving culinary

style. -- Midwest Book Review --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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IntroductionWhat! one may perhaps say, yet another work on cookery? For some years now

the public has been inundated by a flood of writings of this kind.Le Manuel des officiers de

bouche, 1759THE AUTHOR of the Manuel was presenting his book to orient organizers of fine

meals in the extensive territory of eighteenth-century French cookery. This present book is

intended to help the cook, the historian, and the student of French civilization orient

themselves in the largely uncharted terrain of France’s culinary history from the end of the

thirteenth century to the outbreak of the Revolution in 1789. I also hope to encourage others to

read the cookbooks and try the recipes so as to discover the place of cooking and gastronomy

in the nation’s culture. Ironically, very little serious study has been made of the history of one of

the finest culinary traditions in the world.EARLY WORKS IN FRENCH CULINARY

HISTORYThe first extensive history of French cooking was written in 1782 by Pierre Jean

Baptiste Le Grand d’Aussy as part of a projected treatise on the private life of the French.1 His

antiquarian interests led him to focus on the distant past rather than his own time, about which

he could have told us much, but he did amass a substantial body of information and

misinformation that has been mined by other writers ever since. The nineteenth century saw

the publication of several culinary guides, beginning with C. Verdot’s alphabetically arranged

Historiographie de la table (1833) and the marquis de Cussy’s little essay, “L’Art

culinaire” (1844), both of which contain a good bit of chaff. Louis Nicolardot’s Histoire de la

table (1886) is little better. The most widely circulated nineteenth-century work containing

information about the cooking of the past was undoubtedly Alexandre Dumas’s Grand

dictionnaire de cuisine, published posthumously in 1873. Fact and fancy alike are embraced in

its pages, including the widely believed myths about Catherine de Medici’s influential cooks

and Sir Francis Drake’s equally suppositious introduction of the potato into the Old World,

along with a wealth of information drawn from Dumas’s experiences. Alfred Franklin’s long

series under the general title La Vie privée d’autrefois includes volumes of great interest to the

culinary historian.2 He rarely allowed himself to generalize but assiduously published extracts

from manuscripts and rare books. These compilations and essays make available information

that is otherwise very hard to come by. Collectors and philologists turned their attention to

cookbooks as well. In 1846 Baron Jérôme Pichon published the key to medieval cookery, the

Ménagier de Paris, of which he had a copy in his fabled collection. In collaboration with

Georges Vicaire, Pichon also gave the Viandier the thoroughly edited publication its multiple

versions deserved.3 Students of the language, such as Louis Douët d’Arcq, also published

cookbooks because they were a source of little-known words.4 The most extensive history of

cooking is Armand Lebault’s La Table et le repas à travers les siècles (1910), which takes the

reader from ancient Egyptian times through to the Romans and then narrows the focus to

France, a pattern that has been followed often since. Lebault drew heavily on Le Grand’s work

but corrected old errors, such as those about the origins of the turkey and the dating of the

Viandier.Among the cooks and restaurateurs who have attempted to write the history of their

craft the most valuable contributions have been made by Bertrand Guégan, Raymond Oliver,

and Anne Willan.5 In the first volume of his two-volume La Fleur de la cuisine française

(1920-21) Guégan gives extracts from important cookbooks and related works from the Middle

Ages to 1800. But Guégan’s most important contribution is “Notes sur l’histoire de la cuisine

française,” which appeared in his Le Cuisinier français (1934). He brought to his subject a

cook’s understanding, which enabled him to see it with a new precision. His evaluations of the

classics of French cooking often differ sharply with accepted judgments. The craft had not



previously been studied by a practitioner, and therefore its mechanisms had been ignored.

Similarly, Raymond Oliver, in Gastronomy of France (1967) drew on his own practical

experiences, the traditions of a great restaurant, and familiarity with his notable collection of

cookbooks. The best recent study by a practicing cook is Anne Willan’s Great Cooks and Their

Recipes (1977), which has chapters on Taillevent, François Pierre de La Varenne, and Menon.

Although she does not give a systematic survey of the development of French cooking, her

awareness of the limits and potentialities of the craft makes her observations valuable. Finally,

the periodical Petits Propos Culinaires regularly publishes articles on culinary history; it has

appeared since 1979 under the editorship of Alan Davidson and Elizabeth David.6A genre of

anecdotal histories of cooking focusing on the personalities of the French court have as their

underlying assumption the idea that most famous dishes were invented by famous people.7 My

favorite example is the story that puff pastry was invented by the painter Claude Lorrain.8 Born

in the province of Lorraine in 1600, he was apprenticed to a pastrycook and in this capacity

went to Rome at the age of twelve. Shortly after his arrival in Italy his artistic talents became so

conspicuous that he left his original trade for the artist’s studio, never to return. The mere fact

of his brief stint in the craft, combined with the long-held belief that pastrycooks from Lorraine

were especially gifted, were enough to suggest to imaginative writers that puff pastry ought to

be the invention of a great artist from that country.9I shall pass in silence over many such

legends that are both implausible and unprovable. The question of the forms taken by court

meals is a different matter. They are considered here when they have some significance for the

further history of the table. The reader wishing specific details about the service and menus of

meals at the courts of most of France’s rulers will find them in the volumes of the Hachette

series, La Vie quotidienne.10 This series is also a good source for descriptions of the lives of

ordinary people; it covers most periods of French history, as well as many other places at

significant moments, and many of the volumes have been translated into English.THE

REVIVAL OF CULINARY HISTORYThe history of cooking and dining have begun to achieve

marginal recognition in the last two decades as legitimate aspects of social history and

consequently as suitable for serious scholarly investigation. Curiosity about the food of the past

has developed partly out of increased interest in food preparation among the affluent

consumer-oriented societies of postwar Europe and America. Cultural exchange programs

familiarized academicians with exotic cuisines. The enormously influential historical school

associated with the French journal Annales: Economies, Sociétés, Civilisations stimulated

academic research into both the material and cultural conditions of everyday life. Beginning

before World War II, the founders of the Annales, Marc Bloch and Lucien Febvre, published

articles recommending the study of diet, ingredients, and food habits.11 The sources used by

the Annalistes are generally archival documents, such as wills, inventories, and the household

accounts of individuals and institutions. These documents supply information about how much

of what ingredients were eaten by members of different classes at various times and places.

They rarely tell about how foods were prepared or how cooked dishes were combined in

menus, though this information is needed to assess the nutritional levels of populations.Among

the notable examples of the use of information about diet are Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie’s Les

Paysans de Languedoc, various sections of Histoire économique et sociale de la France by

Ernest Labrousse, Pierre Léon, et al., and Fernand Braudel’s La Méditerranée. Many important

articles on food from the Annales have been collected by Jean-Jacques Hémardinquer, a

major researcher in the field, in a Cahiers des Annales volume, Pour une histoire de

l’alimentation. A selection of these has been translated into English as Food and Drink in

History.12 A series of essays directed to the general reader has appeared in L’Histoire; most of



them have been written by another Annaliste historian, J.-L. Flandrin, under the pen name

Platine.13In a parallel but largely independent development, historians have increasingly been

influenced by the approach of cultural anthropologists to the study of society. Cultural

anthropology has long recognized the social importance of food and dining as a means of

exchange and communication and as a means of expressing both social stratification and

social solidarity.14 Crises in higher education in America have led academicians in the

humanities to seek subjects with a direct appeal to students in what came to be known, alas,

as “the hands-on experience.” The French saying, il faut mettre le main à la pâte, is singularly

appropriate to the practice of culinary history.As historians have turned to the history of the

family, especially the role of women, it has become increasingly useful to know something

about women’s work. The preservation and preparation of food has made up a substantial part

of most women’s lives, and meals are a focal point for the interplay of relationships within the

family. Whatever a woman’s cooking ability, her cookery flavored her family’s life.Although the

vogue for cooking in the French manner has ebbed somewhat as women have sought work

outside the home, a considerable number of people, both male and female, have set

themselves exacting standards for the practice of their craft. This is true both of people cooking

professionally and of those cooking for their own delight. They also are curious about the

history of food. Information is hard to come by because few libraries, especially outside of

France, have prerevolutionary French-language cookbooks.15 Recipes have to be studied in

the double context of the techniques of the craft and the cultural circumstances of their time of

origin. I am convinced that the kitchen and the table must be studied together. The meal is

better understood if we understand the food served; the cookery is of interest only to cooks

and gastronomes (and in some instances masochists) until we know the setting in which it is

eaten and its significance to the diners.The character of this book has been shaped by the

diversity and unevenness of the sources. In the five-hundred-year span considered here, few or

no cookbooks appeared during some periods and an abundance appeared in others.16 There

is little helpful literary material before the sixteenth century, and few journals or diaries mention

food. Still-life painting with useful culinary subject matter was not produced until the

seventeenth century, but by the eighteenth visual representations were, if anything,

overabundant.Cookbooks, necessarily the principal source, are curious documents. It is

remarkable that any were written in the earlier centuries, because so few cooks were able to

write or to read them. The question of who wrote, read, and used cookbooks will repeatedly

arise in the following pages. As the repertory of dishes grew, from the mid-seventeenth century

onward, the utility of a written support to the cook’s memory increased, just as having the

ability to fix formulas in print gave the imaginative cook a chance at wider fame.A recipe

artificially isolates the actions and ingredients needed to prepare a single dish. In a real kitchen

many dishes are being prepared at the same time, and work processes and ingredients for

them overlap. A recipe is a cross-section of a portion of the work going forward in a kitchen.

From it one can begin to get a sense of how cooking was done. By using many recipes from a

particular time and place one can acquire an idea of work patterns and of the resultant

character of the style of cooking. Such specific analysis provides the foundation for broader

comparisons.The study of regional styles of cooking is not yet sufficiently advanced to make

possible a survey of their history. The best work, most of which has appeared in the Annales,

has dealt with geographically restricted areas, often drawing on a few local sources. Archives

and published documents with references to food are rare, and meaningful descriptions of food

preparation processes carried on by and for the less affluent classes are almost nonexistent.

Culinary history is the history of ephemeral social events. This difficulty is compounded



because for most of the centuries under consideration here both the practitioners and the

consumers were largely illiterate. Some work has been done by folklorists, but they often find it

hard to uncover detailed information that unambiguously dates from before the nineteenth

century. There is a tendency to invoke a time called “autrefois” which, when specified, is often

octogenarians’ memories of their childhoods. Though fascinating, these seldom go back to the

eighteenth century. The best of the folklorists, such as Per Jakez Hélias, in The Horse of Pride

(French edition, 1975), do not try.17 The engrossing question, “What were the regional

cuisines of prerevolutionary France?” is often asked with the anachronistic expectation that one

will learn about succulent delicacies like the ones we can enjoy today. I fear that the true

picture will prove to be very different. R.-J. Bernard’s “Peasant Diet in Eighteenth-century

Gévaudan” documents endemic malnutrition interrupted occasionally by richly enjoyed feasts

and death-dealing famine.18 A study of the use of different kinds of cooking fats in the

provinces of France which appeared in the Annales in 1961 shows a substantial difference

between ideal and practice.19 Waverley Root, in The Food of France (1958), described a

nation divided into the realms of butter, cream, olive oil, goose fat, and others.20 The Annales

maps, which are based on responses to surveys of actual usages in 1914, 1936, and 1952,

show that regional differences are not sharply defined but that economic necessity, rather than

traditional preferences, often dictates the use of margarine and the cheaper vegetable oils.21

Even the legendary peasant pig has faded away (like the Cheshire cat?) in the light of

research. J.-J. Hémardinquer demolishes the idea that most peasant families were able to keep

pigs.22 Inventories show that livestock was in short supply, especially pigs. The scarcity of

regional charcuterie recipes in the cookbooks thus reflects a lack of opportunity to practice with

the ingredients.The history of diet in the regions of France can be written before the history of

styles of cooking. Meanwhile, the materials are at hand with which to follow the histories of

haute cuisine and cuisine bourgeoise, twin aspects of a single tradition.FOUR CENTURIES OF

FINE FRENCH COOKINGThe chronology followed below is based on the cookbooks because

they are the only source detailed enough to supply much necessary information, but the

precision implied by their dates of publication is misleading. Cookery, like many crafts, is very

conservative; cookbooks take (or should take) years of practice and experimentation to write.

Once they are written they may remain in print for years and in use for yet more. Outright

plagiarism is a permanent feature of cookbooks, with the result that individual recipes often

have life spans reaching across the publishing histories of more than one writer’s books. It is

the aim of this study to bring some order to the field, to suggest areas for future research, and

to encourage cook and historian alike to explore these rich materials. Indeed, anyone who

pursues the bibliographical references in this introduction will be well on the way to writing a

better history.In the late Middle Ages the French cookery for which records have survived was

similar to that of other western European countries. It was essentially an international cuisine

centered around courts. Diners were more interested in the overall effect of a meal than in

specific dishes, and the cooking methods usually were simple. By the end of the sixteenth

century changes began to take place, particularly in the technically more demanding fields of

confectionary and baking. Only by the middle of the seventeenth century did records become

sufficiently abundant and clear that the development of classic French cuisine, both for

aristocratic tables and for those of the bourgeoisie and prosperous country dwellers, can be

traced. While cooks were refining their skills, diners’ attitudes were changing. An interest in

health was a permanent theme from the sixteenth century onward, replacing earlier concerns

about the sin of gluttony. Writers used references to food to signal character traits, social class,

and mood. In the seventeenth century technique began to crystallize in a modular way of



combining work and ingredients to permit the use of both to provide efficiently executed and

infinitely variable dishes and meals. This mental attitude was congruous with other aspects of

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French thought. By the eighteenth century France

enjoyed the reputation for having the finest cooks and the best food in Europe. Many of the

recipes developed by then have continued to be a part of the national traditions: omelets,

bouillon, soups, sauces, pastries. But the great achievement of ancien régime cooks was the

development of a systematic procedure and a multiplicity of basic mixtures such as stocks and

flavoring mixtures that could be used to build meals without reference to written recipes. In the

following pages, this complex and irregular development will be traced.
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"American Cookery," 1796, The New Vegetarian Cooking for Everyone: [A Cookbook]

danica21, “Enjoyable if you are into cooking. If you are obsessed with cooking and want a

sense of the history of French cooking and cookbooks, this is the book for you. Don't buy it if

you are looking for a fun dramatic read. I give it 4 stars, mostly for not contextualizing the

cooking enough within the times; it's more a scholarly paper on cookbooks. She is more

focused on recipes, origins of recipes, and history of recipes. However it is fun and very cool to

have the 25 transcribed recipes in the back.  I enjoyed it thoroughly.”

Santa's Elf, “This is a great book for any cook/chef plus all those history buffs. This is an

interesting book. Rather than read it cover to cover, I find myself picking it up and opening to a

random page - the author's writing style makes this not only possible, but enjoyable. This is a

great book for any cook/chef plus all those history buffs.”

garden girl, “Her knowledge and sense of humor make for a very good read. I already owned a

copy and purchased .... This is a fabulous book. Barbara Ketcham Wheaton, mother of

sculptor and video artist Joe Wheatonand circus performer Henry Wheaton, is still teaching at

Rutgers at the age of 84. Her knowledge and sense of humormake for a very good read. I

already owned a copy and purchased this as a gift for a foodie friend.”

Sara M., “Five Stars. Really excellent historical work.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/nWxaP/Savoring-the-Past-The-French-Kitchen-and-Table-from-1300-to-1789


The book by Barbara Ketcham Wheaton has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 20 people have provided

feedback.
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